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For given multiplicity types μ and μ' we consider the possibility of always replacing a universal algebra <A; F} of multiplicity type μ with an algebra (A; (?> of multiplicity type μ f which has exactly the same congruence relations.
In [1] Gould considered the corresponding problem for subalgebra structures. There he completely determined those types μ' which could replace a given type μ. His results were very positive; e.g., any countable type with finitely many nonzero entries can always be replaced by a type representing a single operation. We do not completely determine which types can replace a given type in the congruence ralation sense, but give necessary conditions which show that simplifications as in the subalgebra case are impossible. We also show that no two finite types are interchangeable with respect to congruence relations.
In this paper we shall be concerned only with the congruence relations of the algebras considered so we may disregard nullary operations. Thus we alter the notion of multiplicity type as follows: DEFINITION 1.1. By the multiplicity type of an algebra Ssf we mean the sequence μ = <μ x , μ 2 , , μ n , ->> weω where S^ has exactly μι operations of rank i for i = 1, 2, . DEFINITION 1.2. We denote the set of all congruence relations of the algebra Szf by Θ(Ssf). If α, b are elements of the algebra j&, we denote by Θ(a, b) the smallest congruence relation of Jϊf which contains (α, b) .
, μ n , ->> and μ' = ζμ [, μ' z , , /C ->y are sequences of cardinal numbers, we write μ <£ μ 9 provided for any algebra S/ = <^A; Fy of multiplicity type μ there is an algeba sf' = <A; F fS y of multiplicity type μ' such that Θ(j^f) = 2. A necessary condition for μ rg μ\ The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem which shows that in considering congruence relations, as contrasted with subalgebras, the number of operations present is very crucial. 
Proof. Both (i) and (ii) Proof. Let us assume that f\B m Φid Bm .
Then there is some 
Now assume that /1 B m == α 0 (the case //J? m = δ 0 follows by symmetry). Then (/(αj,/(α 0 )) = (α 0 ,/(α 0 )) e tffo, α 0 ) so f(a 0 ) e {a ζ \0^ξ<, m}. Proof. Assume that / is not constant. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we know that f\B m = id Bm .
Similarly f(a 0 ) e {a ζ \ 0 £ ξ ^ m}. Since e 6>(α 0 , 6 0 )> we know that for some £, 0 ^ f ^ m, we have NOTATION. Suppose g is an w-ary operation on the set X. REMARK. An operation preserves the congruence relations of an algebra if and only if each of its unary translations preserves the congruence relations of the algebra. Thus if g is an operation on A m which preserves the congruence relations of J*f m , then a given unary translation of g must be the identity map, a constant map or else one of the f ξ .
It is the purpose of the next lemma to show that only one f ξ can be so obtained from a given operation g. Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The first case to consider is n = 2. Without loss of generality we assume that g [l, c] Proof. Suppose g [i 19 , i n -. x ; c lf , c n _J = f ζ . By Lemma 2.6 any unary translation of g obtained by fixing these same coordinates is equal to f ξ .
Let {1, , n) = {i 19 , i n _ 19 j}. Then for any x 19 , x n e A m we have where ^ = # ίjfc for k = 1, , w -1. Now consider a unary translation of g obtained by fixing another set of n -1 coordinates; say g [j ί9 , i w _ 
and fe F is λ -ary. By fixing j elements from C in j of the coordinates of / we obtain a (k -i)-ary translation of /. There are ί \ ways to choose the j coordinates and n j ways to choose the constants. Thus for fixed j and k we get J translations in this way. For a fixed j we then obtain ίk\ translations from F by fixing exactly j elements from C. Now summing on j we obtain the desired number of translations.
For a fixed sequence μ and a fixed nonnegative integer k we now construct an algebra £& = <7); Fy of multiplicity type μ whose congruence relations can not be realized by operations of type μ f if P(μ', k) < P(μ, k). Let m = P(μ, k), and recall from §2 that j^ς = <A m ;/ e > 1<e<m . , c k } be such that c s are distinct and C Π A m = φ. Now we take D = C U A m . If ^ is an operation on D, by a C translation of g we mean a translation of # obtained by fixing some of the coordinates of g with elements from C. Now any application of g to elements of D may be regarded in a unique way as either an application of g to elements of C or else as an application of a C translation of g to elements of A m (including as a C-translation g itself). We thus define 
